HIGH PERFORMANCE SUMMIT
GPS TECHNOLOGY - PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL

2D DEBUS & DIEBOLD MEßSYSTEME GMBH, KARLSRUHE

FRIDAY 27TH MAY | FROM 9AM - 5PM

GUEST SPEAKERS INCLUDE

Henrik Kuchno
“Using GPS technology in the Bundesliga.”
Fitness Trainer at Hertha BSC Berlin

Andrew Young
“Football Training and GPS Technology - Practical applications in Professional Football.”
Football Fitness Coach & Injury Prevention Physiotherapist

Rod Lindsell
“GPSSports in European Football - Future product development and system best practice.”
Athletic Performance Specialist at GPSSports

ATTENDEES INCLUDE

FK Austria Wien | FC Bayern | Eintract Frankfurt | Kisvarda | Hertha BSC Berlin | Hannover 96

For enquiries please contact
info@gpssports.com

INVITATION ONLY
HIGH PERFORMANCE SUMMIT
GPS TECHNOLOGY - PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL

UNIVERSIDAD CAMILO JOSÉ CELA, MADRID
TUESDAY 24TH MAY | FROM 9AM - 5PM

GUEST SPEAKERS INCLUDE

Víctor Paredes Hernández
“Injury Prevention and return to play.” Physical Trainer at Rayo Vallecano de Madrid

Jaime Sampaio
“Exploring the use of positional data to understand the collective and individual tactical performance in football.”
Applied Sports Scientist and Head of Performance Analysis Team at Creative Lab

Andrew Young
“Football Training and GPS Technology - Practical applications in Professional Football.”
Football Fitness Coach & Injury Prevention Physiotherapist

Nacho Toréño Jarabo
“GPS: Optimization model to help injury prevention.” Assistant Physical Preparation Coach at ACF Fiorentina

Moisés del Hoyo
“Strategies to help quantify the burden of training and games in professional football.”
Physical Preparation Coach at Sevilla FC

ATTENDEES INCLUDE

Valencia CF | Sevilla | Atlético Madrid | Malaga CF | Espanyol Barcelona | Villarreal

For enquiries please contact: info@gpsports.com

INVITATION ONLY